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Bubbles are wet and they need to stay wet, but when they touch something dry, that dry thing absorbs (we’ve
been using this word with the children a lot at school and many of them understand what it means now) a bit of
the bubble’s water and makes a hole in the bubble.
Bubbles, Bubbles Everywhere! That was the question I had when I first realized there was a Bubbles show at
Science World at TELUS World of Science. Then, after watching the show and learning more about bubbles
leading up to doing my own first Bubbles show performance, I learned that there is actually a lot of science and
math involved.
We all had fun at our Summer Enrichment Camp this week! Bubbles, Bubbles, Everywhere! We made
wonderfully bubbly crafts including bubble painting, bubble wrap painting and we even made a BUBBLE
SNAKE MAKER!
As for drinking the bubble solution, that shouldn’t be an issue when a parent/caregiver is supervising. The
activities in this article are meant for young children (under the age of 4). A child of this age should never be
left alone with bubble solution. And the learning opportunities will only occur with parent/child interaction.
Bubble fun is on our list as well, so I will have to make these big wands. I love the photos. The bubbles look
like they are going to eat the kids. I love the photos. The bubbles look like they are going to eat the kids.
This Bubbles Theme page includes preschool lesson plans, activities and Interest Learning Center ideas for your
Preschool Classroom! Let the Bubbles Theme planning begin! You can scroll down through this page to see all
of the preschool activities for this theme.
5 Bubble Songs for Babies Blowing bubbles is one of the world’s oldest and most popular activities for young
children. The wonder, awe and stimulation that bubbles provide, represent an exciting way to encourage your
baby’s curiosity and learning.
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